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Abstract 
A shape resonance'state in the ti- ion. identified as the 3s ' p  "P" state. has been populated in 100 keV collisions with a 

He gas target. The resonance was observed via zero-degree electron detachment spectroscopy in which kinematic shiiting 
and doubling were exploited in the detection of the very low energy electrons. The electrons ejected via the resonance gave 
rise to structures in the electron energy spectra that were disposed about a continuum cusp. These structures corresponded to 
forward- and backward-directed emission in the projectile frame. Laser photodetached electron spectnxcopp was used to 
accurately calibrate the electron energy scale and to determine the spectrometer resolution function. Preliminary analysis 
indicates that the measured position and width of the resonant state agree with theoretical values. 

1. Introduction 

The collisional detachment of an electron from a nega- 
tive ion is a fundamental process in atomic physics. This 
process is particularly interesting when it involves a rem- 
name: a transiently-formed state that decays via autode- 
tachment [l]. We report here on an investigation of a shape 
resonance in the Li- ion. This resonance lies energetically 
above its parent state. in this case the ground state of Li. 
Shape resonances have been studied in low energy elec- 
tron-atom scattering [ 2 4 ]  and. to a lesser extent. by 
photodetachment i5.61. In the present work the shape 
resonance was produced by heavy particle impaa and 
detected via zerodegree electron spectrosoopy. Previous 
observations of shape resonances in negative ion collisions 
with gas targets include the H-(2s2p 'Po) state [7-91 and 
the He'(ls2p' 'PI state [IO]. 

Fig. 1 shows a partial energy level d e  for the 
Li/Li' system. The shape resonance in Li- that we have 
observed is identified as the 23p 'Po state. Excitation of 
this resonant state from the ground state of the negative 
ion requires an electron spin exchange in the collision 
r t r  
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2. Experiment 
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The basic apparatus used in the prrseni work has &en 
previously described in detail [12]. Briefly. a beam of Li- 
ions was extracted from an ion source. xceierated to a 
projectile energy of 100 keV. and then selected by a 90" 
analyzing magnet. A beam of Li- ions was oroduccd by 
passing the Li' beam through a Li-vapor ell. Typical 
beam currents of about 50 pA were obtainm 

Apparatus modifications for the prrsent experiment in- 
cluded the installation of a target gas a l l  upsream of the 
electron spectrometer and the enhancement of the inmu- 
mental resolution of the spectrometer. The s p c a r u m r  
had a half-acceptance angle ranging irom I to Y Mqxm- 
ing on where the elccvons were detaciKd in the gas cell) 
and it was operated in a constant uansmission e n m y  
mode. 
Fig 1 shows a typical electron e n e w  spearurn (upper) 

obtained in collisions of 100 keV Li- ions Ri th  a He gas 
target. To make a background c o d o n  an a d d i t i d  
spectrum (lower) was recorded without the =et -gas. -4 
signature of the Li- shape resonance is esbibited on borh 
sides of the continuum cusp peak. Similar feanrrr~ were 
also observed in the specua obtainea in 130 and 100 kcV 
collisions of Li- with an Ar gas mrgc~ Lyer phoumt- 
[ached elccvon spectroscopy was cmpioyuj to aoeurarciy 
measure the ion beam encr9  (for k pupose oi Qiibrat- 
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Fig. 1. Partial energy level dia-gam for Li/Li- system. Resonant 
(R) and non-resonant (NR) detachment is shown. The shape 
resonance decays via autodetachment (A) leaving the residual 
atom in the ground state. 

ing the electron energy scale) and to estimate the spec- 
trometer resolution function. 

3. Data analysis and discussions 

The laboratory electron energ. E. can be expressed as 

E,= - (ficos e=  LCZX)'. (1) 

where 0 is the emission angIe in the laborarory frame 
(with respect to the ion beam direction). E is the electron 
energy in the projectile ion frame. r is the reduced ion 
beam energy given by r=Ei (m/M) .  v;here Ei is the 
projectile ion energy and m/M is the elecaon-to-projectile 
mass ratio. The f sign cornsponds to eiecaon emission 
into the forward (+) and backward (-1 directions in the 
projectile ion frame. 

Fig. 3 shows a zerodegree elcaron e n e r g  spearurn 
obtained by photodetaching a 100 keV beam of Li- ions 
with 1.872 eV laser photons. The p h o m k t a c b i  elecaons. 
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Fig. 2. Spectrum of eltarom p r o d u d  in coiiidars of Li- ions 
with a He target (upper, ana withour thc p s  tlowert. 
The electrons were collmed in the imrd dincooa ili). 
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Fig. 3. Specuum of eleqrons photeetached from a beam oi ti- 
ions. The two peaks. -S' and 3-. correspond to electrons 
emitted into the 0' and 180". respectively. in the projectile frame. 
The peaks are fitted with a Gaussian tinction. 

ejected in the projectile frame into both the forward and 
backward directions. were detected as a pair oi peaks ('S- 
and 'S-, respectively) in the laboratory frame. The re- 
duced ion beam energy (and thus ion beam energy itself) 
can be precisely determined using the two photoelectron 
peaks shown in Fig. 3. Eq. (1). evaluated at d = 0". yields 
r = (eAV)'/(16E'), where & is &e photoelectron energv 
in the projectile ion frame (the difference between the laser 
photon energy and the e l e m n  affinity of the atom). The 
quantity AV is the analyzing voltage difference between 
the two peaks shown in Fig. 3- The measured reduced ion 
beam e n e r g  is used to establish the e n e r g  scale for the 
electron spectrum shown in Fig. 2. 

The electron yield. Y(E).  for each channel representeci 
in the laboratory electron e n e r p  spectrum u n  be ex- 
pressed by 

X q ( E )  df2 d x  d€ ,  ( 2 )  
where I ( x )  is the negative ion beam current at a location x 
in the target gas cell of len-gth L (Ibis is represented by an 
exponentially-decrrasing fundon determined by measur- 
ing the beam attenuation arising h m  total electron detach- 
ment); n is the number density of the target ,gas: Af2 is 
the solid angle subtended by the sptcrromeur: ~7 - E 1 is 
the normalized spectrometer response funcxion which was 
estimat#l by using the photoelectron peak dimibuaons 
(see Fig. 3): $E) is the spearomem efficiency which. in 
generaL is a slowly-varying iunction of the elearon energy 
E (in the present experiment it was assumccl :o bc a 
constant): and d%/dE'df2' is the double diiferentd cross 
Section (DDCS) for the elecuon production in me pro!cc- 
tile ion h e .  This projectile-frame DDCS is transforrnea 
into a laboratory-frame DDCS [E]. 

In the present analysis the DDCS consists oi conmbu- 
tions arising from the direa tnoMesonant) ami resonaru 
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Fig. 4. A background-conected elecvon e n e w  spearurn for 100 
keV Li' ions incident cm He targets. The curve represents the 
best fit obtained by using Eq. (2). 

single detachment processes. Using the expression given in 
Refs. [71 and [lo], i.e.. 

(3) 

where (dZu/dE'f2')NR is the direct (non-resonant) con- 
tribution which can be parameterized by using 
2,u,(u')P,(cos e') with a, being expmstd in powers of 
u' and P, being Legendre polynomials. The quantities L.' 

and 8' represent the electron velocity and an@ of emis- 
sion in the projectile frame and I is the an-dar momentum 
of the outgoing electron (we included only the s and p 
waves in the present analysis). The reduced energy vari- 
able is defined as E =  ?(E'-  E,l/f. In principle. the 
resonant and non-resonant detachment channeis will inter- 
fere. This possibility is included by the use o i  the Shore 
(or Fano) parameters a and p. The resoma is character- 
ized in the normal manner by an energy €? and a width f. 

In Fig. 4 the backgroundamcted elemon specrmm is 
compared with a spectrum calculated by using Eq. (7) (in 
relative units). The fitting parameters in Eq. (3) were 
iteratively adjusted to produce the best fit between the 
calculated and experimental energy sptaa Preliminary 
results yield the resonance parameters (with an estimated 
error of approximately & 3%) of Et = 0.06 eV and r= 
0.08 eV for the Li-()Po) staxe. These values arc in 
agreement with theoretical values of Fabrikant i14 and of 
Sinfailam and Nesbet [3]. 

In the present work. processes such as double detach- 
ment and detachment with excitation were assumed to be 
negligible. In a similar experiment ernpioying a coinci- 

DISCLAIMER 

dence technique to measure the He- shape resonance [lo], 
the double detachment contribution was found to be small. 

In summary, we have observed the 3P0 shape reso- 
nance in Li- produced in coilisions with a He gas target at 
a projectile energy of 100 keV. Preliminary values of the 
resonance energy and width were found to be in agreement 
with theory. Refinement in the data analysis is underway 
and we hope eventually to improve on the accuracy of the 
measured parameters of the shape resonance. 
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